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Pat Price:
asking the right questions
� Marc Beishon

PatPrice pioneered theuse of PET imaging to investigate howcancer drugsmove in the body and

the effect they have. Sheworries that oncology has lost itsway: ‘translational research’has become

a byword for sample collection and biology, masking the lack of experimental oncologists able to

identifykeyquestions inpatientcareanddo theexperimental clinical studiesneeded toanswer them.

T
o win the battle against cancer, few
would disagree thatweneed to develop
anddeploy all themost promising tools
to hand. That would certainly seem to
be the case with the fields of radiation

oncology andmolecular imaging.With radiotherapy
used at somepoint in 50%of all cancer patients, and
technologies such asPET (positron emission tomo-
graphy) uncovering the secrets of how drugs work
in the body at themolecular level, they should be at
the forefront of funding from both clinical and
research standpoints, argue their proponents.

But as Pat Price, professor of radiation oncology
at the University of Manchester, England, points
out, only 6%ofUKcancer research funding finds its
way to radiotherapy.And the huge potential offered
by her specialist area, PET, to speed up targeted
drug development, for example, is hardly being
tapped, despite significant recent investment in
funding in the UK.

Thatmay be the result of being a pioneer – Price
has beendescribed as ‘15 years ahead of the time’for
developing the first PET imaging of drug activity in
brain tumours.As she says, “The strength of PET is

quite simply the quality of the data – the answers to
somanyquestions are in this information.For the first
time we could see what was actually going on in the
body – it has the potential to fill the knowledge gap
between all those preclinical animal studies and
basic biology, and conventional clinical drug trials.”

What’s more, Price feels the problems in her
field exemplify this major gap in what she terms
experimental medicine, or true academic clinical
research. “I feel the oncology community has lost its
way somewhat in asking the key questions that need
answering about patient care and then going to the
labs to do the research – the terms translational
research and even experimentalmedicinehave been
largely hijacked for just sample collection andbiology.
We need to reverse this situation and address many
more clinical, patient-based research questions.”

While gaps in clinical research have been recog-
nised in the UK, and various research networks and
resources have beenput in place, Price feels this key
issue – expressed strongly by many committed
research-based clinicians in other countries too – is
endemic in worldwide oncology. She points to the
heavy investment in cancer biology in theUKand the
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US, in particular. “Wehave seriously prioritised biol-
ogy in theUK.Whathappens is that, if youhaveacrit-
ical mass of biologists, we tend to go on funding
them.Meanwhile theNationalHealthService [NHS]
and industry are prioritising clinical drug trials. The
problem is that we don’t have enough oncologists
working and trained in experimental clinical research
tobridge this gap–aswho’s left after peoplehavegone
towork in biology labs andon clinical trials?Funders
donot then seemuch to get behind.Other branches
of internalmedicine, suchascardiology, neurology and
psychiatry, are far more mature about prioritising
clinical research.”

AsPrice adds, “It does not need to be like this.As
clinicians, we have to be much more focused on
what’s meaningful, as we have a mission to improve
cancer treatment and care – and that’s why people
give money to cancer research, after all.”

Price has been theRalston Paterson professor of
radiation oncology at the University of Manchester
since the post – named after a UK radiotherapy pio-
neer –was created in the year 2000.Shealsoholds an
honourary consultant’s position at Manchester’s
ChristieHospital, one of the largest cancer centres in
Europe.As an academic clinicianwith a post funded
by the university she enjoys the privileged – and
enviable – position of being able to devote themajor-
ity of her time to building up radiation oncology and
imaging research.

Her previous career path also allowed her much
freedom to pursue research – but progressmay have
been slower in her field due to the major organisa-
tional issues around the many disciplines that con-
verge in imaging and radiation oncology. Molecular
imaging alone combines chemistry, cell/molecular
biology, molecular pharmacology, physics, mathe-
matics, bioengineering, imaging sciences – and not
least, clinicalmedicine.Andas shenotes, “Expensive
technologies are needed for radiotherapy, and they
have their own training, expertise and clinical chal-
lenges. There is no industry or academic sector that
takes ownership of the total development.”

What clinical research needs, she feels, ismuch
more visionary leadership that will overcome the
structural problems in combining disciplines – and
of course direct more resources into answering the
right questions. ButPrice recognises that suchdirec-
tion is probably beyond the scope of any one coun-
try, certainly in the ‘big science’ field of molecular
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Thinking big. With husband and collaborator Terry Jones,
digging the foundations of what is now one of the most
advanced molecular research centres in the world



clinical oncologists to pass an exam to showweknow
how to treat cancer in everyway,which I think is very
important. I do think, for instance, if you are just
trained in chemotherapy, then radiation oncology
can be a black spot, as it is quite difficult to under-
stand in theway it’s given and the side-effects. In the
work I went on to do in upper-gastrointestinal [GI]
tumours, interactions between the two types of
therapy have been extremely useful forme to know.
I do think if you are just ‘single trained’you can’t have
the same overview.”

In the UK, she adds that people who opt for
medical oncology do get basic radiotherapy training
now, and of course the key formost oncologists and
for optimal service provision is to develop a specialty,
such as upper GI, as she did. “It’s also true that a
broad clinical oncology coursemay not give you the
same in-depth training in all the technical aspects of
radiotherapy as some dedicated courses in other
countries. But you canmove on to specialise in this
side if you want to.”

The structure of the NHS, she adds, plays to
opening up opportunities for a broad range of
specialisms working in multidisciplinary teams.
“TheNHS is good at defining a service inwhichwe
need to fit in, so we don’t get so hung up on being
possessive about particular fields,” she says.
“Countries with private models may not be as
good at service planning.”

Working in theMarsden, itwas assumed that you
would do research and an MD degree (a medical
PhD), Price adds, but when shemoved to a big gen-
eral hospital – theRoyalPostgraduateMedical School
at the Hammersmith in London, as an academic
consultant oncologist – she found that cancer was
competing, often unfavourably, with the other big
medical disciplines. “Wehad to pushhard for oncol-
ogy, as someothers in internalmedicine lookeddown
on us and this was a huge challenge, as has been
establishing oncology imaging.”

Therewas, though, aworld-leading imaging cen-
tre based at the Hammersmith, the MRC (Medical

imaging, and to some extent in radiation oncology
generally, and that international collaboration is cru-
cial. That’s theway other ‘big science’– the search for
nuclear fusion for example – is done. And interest-
ingly it was another great international physics
project –CERN inGeneva – that contributedmuch
to the earlier development of PET.

For her own part, Price has helped put Man-
chester on themapas oneof the fewcentres that spe-
cialises in research into clinicalmolecular imaging in
cancer, by establishing theWolfsonMolecular Imag-
ing Centre on the Christie site. Her professorship
marks the first academic department in radiation
oncology at the university, although there has been a
long tradition of oncologists and other scientists pur-
suing various research in the field. As for PET, like
much other ‘big science’, most of the last 20 years or
so has been spent establishing methodologies to
ensure that high-quality data can be obtained from
experiments – but now the technology is fit for pur-
pose and ready to rampup formore clinical research.

Price is one of those oncologists who always
wanted tobe adoctor, although shecannot recallwhy
and, likemany, she foundherway to cancermore by
accident thandesign, after completingmedical school
inCambridge. “My careerwas shapedmore bywhat
I didn’twant todo– IknewIwasnot interested in sur-
gery, for example, and I found myself back in Cam-
bridge on rotation andby chance one of the jobswas
oncology, where I met Karol Sikora [one of the UK’s
most outspoken oncologists]. I found from him and
others that cancer had the right balance of medical
skills and research interests, and it’s verymuchaholis-
tic, people subject –not just aplumbing job, like some
other branches of medicine.”

She applied for oncology training at London’s
Royal Marsden cancer centre, and was rapidly
immersed in a broad curriculum and a top research
environment, where she was able to do laboratory
studies aswell as clinical work. “I’m trained as a clin-
ical oncologist, which in theUKmeans both radio-
therapy and chemotherapy. Our syllabus requires
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ResearchCouncil)CyclotronUnit,which specialised
in PET, and this field soon became her primary
research interest.Meanwhile, her clinicalworkdevel-
oped with the specialism in upper GI cancers, a
niche area where she was able to apply combined
radiotherapy and chemotherapy expertise, together
with some of the top surgeons specialising in these
less common tumours.

“Surgery is the main treatment, but high-dose
radiotherapyoptimally delivered to reduce toxicity can
cure someoesophageal cancers, and inother tumours
it can improve survival andkeeppeoplewell.My aim
was to ensure radiotherapy was prioritised in GI –
until then it had not been – and for research it offers
a goodbalancebetween radiotherapy, chemotherapy
and tumour biology.While cancers such as pancreas
tend to attract top surgeons, they have been less
popular with oncologists because of lack of survival
and treatment options. Finding aniche andnot com-
peting in themore crowded fields of breast, head and
neck and so on was a good way forward for me.”

The focus on imagingwas also promptedby a rel-
atively quiet time in radiotherapy research in the
1990s. “Itwasmoreabout the inputofphysics into the
equipment, but that’s now changed with the intro-
ductionof image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT),which
offers more scope for the clinician.” IGRT uses 3D
and 4D imaging to deliver more precise radiation
doses, andPricehas recently led anetwork in theUK
that, among key topics, is investigating how best to
promote IGRT into wider clinical and research use.

IGRT is exciting both for its ability to image the
tumour in real time–making it possible to control for
smallmovements caused, for instance, by breathing
–and for researchavenueswith tumourbiology. It can
also be integrated with a range of radiation and
imaging types, including conventional radiotherapy,
protons, CT, MRI and PET. But it is PET as an
imaging tool in its own right, and its capacity to take
imaging down to the more fundamental molecular
level, that excites Price even more – and has done
since the early 1990s.

At the MRC Cyclotron unit, much of the PET
work was in other fields such as neurology. Price
used her academic positions, in particular a post at
London’s Imperial College, to push forward with
oncology applications. “PET can quantitate mol-
ecule interaction and pathways in the body, and it
was clear to me that it could fill gaps in knowledge
in pharmacokinetics – how a drug behaves in the
body – and pharmacodynamics – the biological
effects of agents – by looking at the biology of
tumours in real time in patients. But many of the
methodologies for PET were not being developed
for oncology and I helped convince the MRC and
CancerResearchCampaign [CRC– then one of the
major cancer charities] to move the field on. It
really was a very new area of research.”

It is only now that the skills and methodologies
to answermore key questionswithPETare coming
together, she says, but theprinciplehas remained the
same. “You tag a molecule with radioactivity, inject
it,when it binds to specific biological sites it gives off
ionising radiation and you detect it in time and
space so you knowwhere amolecule is and its time
course at that location. By looking at kinetic curves
and other data you can define what’s happening –
and themore Idid, themore I realised that therewas
no otherway of seeingmolecular binding inman in
life. It was fantastic then and still is.”

She had early and spectacular success with
demonstrating how one novel anticancer agent
worked – temozolomide, a drug that is nowusedpri-
marily to treat high-gradebrain tumours. In1991, the
CRC supported Price and medical physicist Terry
Jones – they later married and remain an enduring
double act – together with the PET team at
Hammersmith, to create a positron-emitting formof
temozolomide (by labelling it with radioactive
carbon-11). Temozolomide had been discovered at
Aston University in the UK and was starting early
trials – and the PETwork led to a number of ‘world-
first’pharmacokinetic andpharmacodynamic studies.

Price is particularly grateful to Gordon McVie,

“PET could fill gaps in knowledge by looking at

the biology of tumours in real time in patients”
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fessorship – the chance to build an imaging centre
fromscratch.Alongwithpartner Jones andother col-
leagues, she’s beenable toput£20millionmadeavail-
able from a number of UK and European funding
bodies to goodwork by setting up theWolfsonMole-
cular Imaging Centre. “This is a research institute
built on the ‘team science’ ethos to develop and
exploit PET for both clinical andpreclinical research,
with all the teamplayersunder one roof.But the focus
is on experimentalmedicine –with patient studies at
the centre of attention.”

Inaddition itwasdesigned toconformtonewreg-
ulations, includingGMP(GoodManufacturingPrac-
tice) standards that specify, for example, quality
control for injectable radioisotopes into humans.
“But we were able to use the regulatory structure to
improve the quality of the data – a high-quality PET
system in an experimental medicine environment
reallyhadn’t beendonebefore. I feelwe’vemoved the
field on methodologically and have now produced
more examples of what PET can do.”

Pricehaswrittenand talkedextensively about the
experimental potential of PET in areas such as drug

then head of the CRC and now at the
European Institute ofOncology, for back-
ing the research. McVie himself says the
work was well ahead of the time. “No
one had ever seen anything like these
fabulous scans of brain tumours before –
itwas anextremely elegantwayof demon-
strating howadrug could be targeted to a
cancer.” The lateTomConnors – famous
for developing the UK’s phase I/II trial
effort – andMikePeckham,whowent on
toheadNHSR&D,were also key figures.

As both Price and McVie note, med-
ical oncologistswerenot thinkingon these
lines –protocols for testingdrugs revolved
around upping doses to test toxicity. By
imaging theactionofdrugs, a rapidpicture
of effectiveness can be built up that both
saves the patient from toxic doses and
avoids the need for invasive collection of blood sam-
ples. A cause for celebration for all concerned with
temozolomide is that this year it achieved the status
of a billon-dollar blockbuster drug– itwas licensed to
Schering-Plough – and royalties are flowing back to
Cancer Research UK (the successor to CRC).

Price showed the pictures to the US National
Cancer Institute – where decision makers were
duly impressed – and has been giving talks about
the potential of PET for drug discovery and related
topics ever since. “But we have had to spend a lot of
timeonmethodology, learning aboutdrugbindingand
its quantitation, in vivokinetics, blood flowanddeliv-
ery of agents,what’s important in response– therehas
beena large amountofwork.Thishas involveda ‘team
science’ approach and people don’t understand how
difficult it is to do – youhave to get each step right or
you can get the wrong answer.”

When the government privatised the Hammer-
smith imaging unit, the opportunity to carry onwith
the methodological work was curtailed, but funders
agreed to transfer the research toManchester,which
gave Price the ‘carrot’ she needed to take up the pro-
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“A ‘team science’ approach is very hard to do – you

must get each step right or you get the wrong answer”

Team working.
Good management
skills are especially
important in this
area of research –
Price would like
to see a Nobel
prize awarded
for organisation
and strategy
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used drugs at therapeutic levels can
also help to find out much more
quickly if and how they areworking.
But tagging new and common
chemotherapy drugs is difficult to
do, and it can take two years ormore
to develop the radiolabelling pro-
cedures and validate a probe in
humans. Without more resources
and groups, says Price, there is a
danger ofmissing opportunitieswith
the huge number of drugs in devel-
opment. The wide range of PET
probes on various agents and tracers
now under study for drug resistance
mechanisms, for example, shows the
great potential forPET, and includes
metabolism, blood flow,DNArepair,
gene expression andhypoxia, aswell
as pharmacokinetics.

While theexpertiseand resources
needed toconductexperimentalPET
molecular imagingwork are formida-
ble, many studies may only need
small groups of patients. “But the

problem is that PET is also squeezed out by the suc-
cess of PET in diagnostic fields.Of course the PET-
FDG [radiolabelled glucose] combination can
generate a lot ofmoney in diagnostics, while there is
also a lot of cash forbiological andpreclinical studies.
But we need more than just another pretty picture
of an animal study on the cover of cancer research
journals.We have to think how to bridge the gap.”

While theUKstill has relatively fewPETscanners
– about 15 – the key point from Price’s viewpoint is
what the machines are used for. In the US, where
there are many scanners, she says there are few
groups engaged in her field – and she of course
knowsmost of the key players worldwide.

OtherworkatManchester revolves aroundPrice’s
position as an academic radiation head, where she
has helped to develop existing resources such as a
radiobiology lab, including a tie up with the Sanger
Laboratory in Cambridge, for work on the genetic
basis of radiation sensitivity. TheChristie is also one
of the centres inACORRN– theAcademicClinical
Oncology and Radiobiology Research Network –
which Price established in 2005 to progress areas
such as IGRT and sample collection for radio-
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discovery andcancerdrug resistance, and studies are
now in train in Manchester. “For example, we have
justbeendoingworkwithanantisensemolecule– the
opposite of eitherRNAorDNA–andwehave radio-
labelled it, got it intomanandwecan see for the first
timewhere selectiveprobes go.This particular study
is about dose scheduling –how to give the right dose
of a drug at the right time to get themaximumeffect
inany tumour.Youcansee thebinding in tumoursand
where the drug goes in the rest of the body and by
scheduling in different doses you canwork outwhat
you need to do to optimise the tumour to normal tis-
sue ratio – the therapeutic advantage.But if youonly
did this conventionally, all youare asking iswhenyou
get toxicity, as youwouldn’thaveacluewhere thedrug
hasgone.”ForPET–as for all clinical research–Price
cannot emphasisemore the importanceof asking the
right questions.

The search for biomarkers for cancer drug effec-
tiveness is critical, with so many failed phase III
trials (some70%), and the appeal of PET is not only
its remarkable noninvasive imaging ability, but also
that it canuncover effects using very lowdoses of the
imaging biomarker. Adding probes to commonly
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evidence can be counterproductive. “What we are
known for in the UK is providing the world with
many down to earth studies of comparative effec-
tiveness in the radiotherapy area.” The UK Cancer
Reformplan,drawnupbycancer czarMikeRichards
(see also Cancer World 25, July–August 2008), has
somesolid initiatives for improving radiotherapy train-
ing and provision in hospitals, she adds.

Moneymaybeabig issue, butPricehas attracted
an impressive number of grants to Manchester, and
has also been in a position where she enjoys very
good relationships with the drug and equipment
industries. “That’s because we work together at the
pre-competitive level – and the drug companies in
particular are happy to share information that could
cut the massive costs of drug development.” There
are, however, ongoing issues abouthow facilities can
be shared between the public and private sectors.

Manyoncologistswouldgive a lot for the research
freedomPrice enjoysbut, as she says, she is account-
able both for fund raising and for the quality of the
research, “AndI feel abig responsibility formoving for-
ward – to some extent I’m my own regulator.” She’s
interested in raisingahigherpublicprofile forher field
–perhapswith radiationawarenessdays–andwould
also like to seemore teaching on the subject inmed-
ical schools, although there has been no shortage of
applicants to her group. “If we could package the
advantages of radiotherapy and market it like block-
buster drugs we’dmake billions,” she jokes.

PricehasworkedprofessionallywithpartnerTerry
Jones for some time – “He’s a big gun in PET and
works as a consultant now” – and has a large
family that takes most of her spare time, with two
children and three step-children.

Herplansnow includeworkingmore on the vital
organisational theme. “I’d like to translatemyexperi-
ence tohelp thebroader radiotherapy andmolecular
imaging communities realise their full potential to
improve care for cancer patients, and for this we
need more strategic thinking and empowering indi-
viduals todeliver.Sometimes I thinkwecoulddowith
aNobel Prize in organisation and strategy.”

sensitivity studies in theUK. In2003,whenpresident
of the British Oncological Association, Price was
approached by theUK’s National Cancer Research
Institute to develop a strategy for radiation oncology
research –which led to the formation ofACORRN.
The network has also caught the eye of colleagues
abroad. Norman Coleman, for example, a radiation
oncology expert at theNCI, considers that bringing
togethermany of the radiation oncology, biology and
imaging experts in theUKhas been ‘visionary’.He is
now an international adviser toACORRN,which is
also nowbringing together some1,300website par-
ticipants around the world.

Networking at international level, however, is
still relatively weak in radiation oncology, and Price
feels that pooling resources is even more critical
now that the ‘credit crunch’ is putting yetmore pres-
sureonalreadyoverstretchedbudgets. She’s a veteran
member of both ESTRO (European Society for
Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology) and the
EORTC (European Organisation for Research and
Treatment of Cancer, where she has chaired the
functional imaging group), and she is very positive
about the achievements of both.But theprojects fos-
tered by various organisations, national and regional
– and there are encouraging new directions for
research fromESTRO, for example, such as a tissue
bank project – need to be harnessed in an ‘over-
arching international strategy’, she says, with a
good start being joint meetings between ESTRO
andASTRO (the US equivalent). “I cite one of our
famous physicists –ErnestRutherford – ‘When you
have no money you have to think.’”

Pricehasnotmadeherself toopopular at times in
the UK with calls for more targeted funding in her
area, but she recognises limits. TheNCI’s Coleman
describes her as “a very positive person who under-
stands thehurdles andbarriersbutdoesnot lose sight
of the importance of the goals... she has tremendous
passion todo thebest for thepatient andherplansare
well considered in size, scope and phase.”

She also points out that rushing in and throwing
moneyat a techniqueor technologywithout verygood
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“If we could package the benefits of radiotherapy
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